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Shaolin is a python library considered to be state of the art regarding interactive data
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INTRODUCTION
Shaolin is a python library considered to be state of the art regarding interactive data
manipulation[1] in the Jupyter Notebook [5]. The main goal of this research is to provide an
introduction to the Shaolin Framework by thoroughly explaining all of its core features, and
building a data analysis application to perform complex analysis on correlation matrices
using graphs.
It is possible to find two online talks about this library. The first one is a hot topics talk
presented at EuroPython 2016, called ”Interactive data kung fu with Shaolin”[2] featuring
some real examples of how this library can be used. There is also a second talk presented
at PyconEs 2016 about using Shaolin in combination with other python packages to build
3D visualization systems for differential equations and planetary orbits.
This document is divided into three chapters. The first chapter is an introduction to Shaolin
and its main features in tutorial/documentation style where it is possible to learn how to
start using this framework and what can be accomplished with it.
The second chapter is about using Shaolin to build complex dashboards that will help us
perform actual data analysis to time series data. We will cover how it is possible to use the
standard pydata libraries to build widgets that will help us transform time series into graphs
by loading, selecting our model’s parameters and processing diverse time series data to
build graphs from its correlation matrices. This kind of analysis is a generalization of the
ones showed in the talk ”Networks meet finance” from PyData Amsterdam 2016 [7]
The third chapter will be about using the widgets programmed in the previous chapter
in order to gain insight on how the information is distributed in a correlation matrix. We
will also show a novel visualization technique that will allow us to analyse not only how
information is distributed within a correlation matrix but also on how this correlation relate
to some of the aggregated statistics of each time series.
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CHAPTER 1. THE SHAOLIN FRAMEWORK
1.1. Introduction
Shaolin (Structure Helper for dAshbOards LINking) is a framework that aims to simplify
the process of writing interactive dashboards. Shaolin can be seen as an interface that
provides an additional layer of functionality to the ipywidgets library, extending its capabili-
ties and providing en easier way to write complex GUIs composed of multiple widgets and
different levels of interactivity.
This framework is built around the concept of Dashboard. A Dashboard could be inter-
preted as a ”black box” object that can be completely managed through a GUI comprised
of widgets that will allow us to interact with its internal code. A dashboard can be used to
generate an arbitrary dictionary of parameters, or it can also execute an arbitrary piece of
code using its GUI to manage the code parameters.
1.2. Widgets Basics
A widget is the most basic component a Dashboard can have. A Shaolin widget is just
a wrapper for an ipywidgets widget to decouple the shaolin framework from ipywidgets,
improve scalability and make it easier to create a new widget using a condensed syntax.
Any widget compatible with the ipywidgets package can be used as a shaolin widget. Here
you can find a list of available widgets, but shaolin is also compatible with custom widgets.
1.2.1. Widget Structure
A Shaolin Widget is an object that mimics the ipywidgets interface and adds additional
functionality. It is displayed using its widget attribute and internally it has two main ele-
ments:
widget An ipywidgets box that wraps an ipywidgets widget called target.
target A widget compatible with ipywidgets.
The code from 1.1 is meant to illustrate the structure of a Shaolin widget:
1.2.2. Widget attributes
As all the interactive logic will be using the target attribute, a set of aliases and functions
have been defined in order to simplify the access to the most common widget attributes. A
widget has the following aliases:
value widget.target.value
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Figure 1.1: Internal structure of a shaolin Widget
options widget.target.options
description widget.target.orientation
visible Mimics the old ipywidgets interface. A True value will make a widget visible and a
False value will hide it.
1.2.3. Widget creation
Although using shaoscript to create a widget is the recommended way of instantiating a
widget this can also be done using the shaolin widget class directly as a wrapper for an
ipywidget Widget.
1.2.3.1. Using the Widget class
A shaolin widget can be instantiated using the Widget object from the shaolin.core module.
All the attributes passed besides the widget type are meant to be passed to the target
widget as shown in 1.2.
1.2.3.2. Using shaoscript
The recommended way for creating a shaolin widget is using what is called shaoscript.
Shaoscript is a minified syntax that allows faster widget creation. This can be done as
shown in 1.3:
1.3. Shaoscript
There are two ways of creating a Shaolin widget using shaoscript:
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Figure 1.2: Widget creation using the shaolin widget class
Figure 1.3: Widget creation using shaoscript
1.3.1. Object notation
The object notation is an extension of the syntax used for the interact function of the ipy-
widgets package that allows to define widgets by passing a python object (a tuple or a list).
this object is called an object notation word.The syntax rules for creating widgets using
object notation are described in 1.4.
1.3.1.1. Numeric text box widgets
A demo of how can this can be created can be found at 1.6, an its syntax rules are de-
scribed at
1.3.1.2. Boolean widgets
A demo of how can this can be created can be found at 1.9 and its syntax rules are
described at 1.8.
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Figure 1.4: Numeric slider creation
Figure 1.5: Numeric slider creation
1.3.1.3. Options widgets
A demo of how can this can be done can be found at 1.10
a Data types
tuple Dropdown widget.
list SelectMultiple widget.
Figure 1.6: Numeric text box creation
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Figure 1.7: Numeric text box creation
b Dropdown
Extended object notation: (options,value)
Compact notation: (options)
c SelectMultiple
Extended object notation: [options,value]
Compact notation: [options]
d Valid
compact: [[value ]]
[(value) ]
1.3.2. String notation
Any Shaolin Widget can be created passing a string as a shaoscript parameter. This is
the recommended way of instantiating widgets and the only way a Dashboard component
can be stated. A widget can be created using its string keyword or a string which its literal
evaluation is an object notation word.
Each type of widget has multiple valid aliases. The available words for defining each type
of widget are described in 1.11
1.3.3. String notation with parameters
It is also possible to set the parameters of the widgets using string notation. This way it’s
easier and shorter to instantiate a widget with non default parameters.
The syntax for writing a string notation widget with custom parameters is shown in 1.12.
This means that the widget name provided as a string representation of the object notation
or its string notation will be separated from the parameters by a dollar sign [$] and each of
the parameters will be separated by an ampersand sign [&].
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Figure 1.8: Boolean slider creation
In a general case the name of the parameter and its value will be separated by an equal
sign [=], and the value will be a literal evaluation of the string.
1.3.4. Parameters
There are some of the most common parameters that have special shortcuts in order to
save time when defining a widget. These are the parameters that behave in a non default
way. This special behaviour is shown in 1.13
Figure 1.9: Boolean widgets creation
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Figure 1.10: Options widgets creation
1.4. Dashboards
The Dashboard is the main tool of the Shaolin frameowrk. It can be seen as an interac-
tive code box and it has all the functionalities needed for controlling the interactivity of its
components.
A Dashboard can be built combining widgets and other dashboards. It can be used as a
standalone object or in combination with other Dashboards, and its main goal is to offer a
simplified interface for managing all the ipywidgets functionality in a simpler and scalable
way.
1.4.1. Structure
This is a description of the Dashboard capabilities. A detailed explanation can be seen in
the following sections.
1.4.1.1. Attributes
Here we will describe the attributes of a Dashboard. They are all related to managing
interactivity and the same functionality offered by the ipywidgets package.
a Init parameters
dasboard: List representing the syntax of the Dasboard components.
func(None): Function to mimic the interactive behaviour of the ipywidgets package. It will interact
with the widgets defined in the dashboard.
name: Name of the Dashboard. Each component of a Dashboard must have a unique
name.
mode(’active’): Interactivity mode of the Dashboard.
visible(True): Displays all the dashboard’s components when set True, and hides its components
when set False.
state(None): Dictionary containing all the layout parameters of the dashboard components.
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b Attributes created at instantiation
widget: Graphic interface of the Dashboard.
mode dict: (None) Dictionary containing the information regarding the interactivity of every com-
ponent.
value, kwargs: Dictionary of kwargs containing all the interactive and active components as a key-
value pairs.
interactive kwargs: Dictionary containing the name and value of the interactive components stored as
key-value pairs.
state manager: (True) Dashboard for customizing, loading and saving the state of the Dashboard.
output: (None) When working with data, this attribute contains the processed value that the
Dashboard will output. If there is no data it’s just an alias for kwargs.
1.4.1.2. Functions
A Dashboard has its own functions for mimicking the ipywidgets functionality:
name from shaoscript: Returns the name of a shaoscript string notation element.
read shaolist: Reads a Dashboard component from its list representation and returns its shaoscript
description, its kwargs and its children.
observe: Same functionality as ipywidgets. It will trigger the observer function when any in-
teractive component changes its value.
link: Links the values of two components.
dlink: Establishes a direct link between two components.
unlink: Removes a link.
interact: Applies the dashboard functionality to the Dashboard’s output.
apply state: Sets the state dictionary of a widget and updates its layout accordingly.
1.4.2. Syntax
We will use a custom notation for defining the layout of the dashboard components. Each
component defined in the layout will be accessible as an attribute with the same name as
the widget (we can set it directly as a parameter or indirectly with the description as seen
earlier).
A dashboard component will be a list containing a shaoscript string notation. If the widget
can have children, the component will be stated as a list of two elements: the first one
will be a string containing the widget shaoscript notation, and the second one will be a list
containing its children elements, where every element will be an item of that list.
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This allows stacking widgets and creating complex boxes more easily than using multiple
ipywidgets boxes. Accessing the mode dict attribute of a Dashboard allows for changing
the mode of every component (can be viewed and changed).
1.4.3. Interactivity
There are 3 modes of interactivity that determine how a given component behaves when
its value changes. The mode attribute of a Dashboard holds one interactivity value of the
following:
passive: Changing the value of the widget won’t have any additional effect. Markdown and
display components are a good example of widgets that can exhibit a passive be-
haviour.
active: If a component is active it will be included in the kwargs dictionary, but changing its
value won’t trigger the update function.
interactive: Once the observe function is called on a Dashboard, the target function will be ap-
plied each time an interactive component changes its value.
Each widget and Dashboard will be assigned, by default, the active mode. An exception to
this rule are widget boxes and Markdown Widget.
1.4.4. Syntax
The interactivity value can be set writing the at character [@] at the begining of a shaoscript
string. Note that this is a shaoscript syntax feature and will also set the mode as interac-
tive when a widget is created using the function shaoscript (not only with the Dashboard
object). A demo code can be seen at 1.14.
1.4.5. Styling
Although it is possible to style a Dashboard accessing the layout attribute of the widgets
of any component (the target widget and the box widget wrapping the target) the recom-
mended way of styling a Dashboard is using its state manager attribute.
The state manager is a widget that allows to modify, load, and save any change to the
Dashboard styling in an interactive way.
1.4.5.1. State manager
The state manager is a Dashboard that allows to modify any visual property of a given
Dashboard in an interactive way. Following the former example we will show how to cus-
tomize the Dashboard that we created before.
This is a relatively complex Dashboard which can be seen as a column that has three
different rows as shown in 1.15:
We will make the following modifications to a Dashboard:
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Padding: 0.5em, dropdown and checkbox 0.25em.
Justify (checkbox): center.
width (dropdown): 100%.
width (Dashboard): 22em.
border (Dashboard): blue solid 0.1em.
1.4.5.2. Accessing, loading and changing the layout
The modified layout can be read and changed by accessing the state attribute of a dash-
board, and can be saved as a dictionary by clicking the [Save] button in the state manager.
This way the state dictionary will be saved as a pickle file.
The figure 1.16 illustrates this process. Note that the A widget behaves on its own and
the B and C are linked. This is due to both having the same name (the name of the first
element of the Dashboard)
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Figure 1.11: String notation
Figure 1.12: Basic syntax rules
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Figure 1.13: Special parameters
Figure 1.14: Dashboard syntax
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Figure 1.15: State manager parameters
Figure 1.16: Different ways of loading a layout

CHAPTER 2. GRAPH-BASED CORRELATION
MATRIX ANALYSIS
The main goal of this project is to show how correlation matrices can be analysed us-
ing shaolin in order to extract meaningful information about the inter relationship among
different time series. In order to do this, we will use the following shaolin framework func-
tionalities: The GraphCalculator and the GraphPlot.
This kind of analysis will consist of different stages:
Loading data: We will load and prepare a sample data-set.
Graph conversion: Let’s turn a matrix into a Networkx[4] graph.
Plot your data: Convert the GraphCalculator’s output into an interactive plot.
The first one is a Dashboard that allows to quickly create graphs and customize the process
in which a matrix can be converted mapped into a graph’s adjacency matrix.
2.1. Loading the sample data
We are using a week of hourly data from different currency exchanges to conduct our
analysis. Each time series has also its normalized price, its returns and its logarithmic
returns, so you don’t have to calculate it if you want to use it. In this example we will start
only with the normalized price values as shown in 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Loading Forex data
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2.1.1. Calculating the graph matrices
In this case we will start calculating the correlation and covariance matrices of the series
using the code in 2.2. Note that in this version of the shaolin framework we need a matrix
called exchange in order to perform the desired calculations. We will use the calculated
matrices as a base for constructing the graph adjacency matrix, but before that we will
create additional data to represent different attributes of our price time series.
Figure 2.2: Calculating the graph matrices
2.1.2. Calculating some metrics for the nodes
This data will be used to add additional information to every node of the graph and store
it into a single table. This information will be included in the GraphCalculator for further
processing. In order to do that, we will use the code described in 2.3 to apply the given
functions to every time series. It is also possible to observe the calculated data in a form
of a pandas DataFrame.
The complementary metrics are:
Shannon entropy
Mean returns
Std of returns
Total returns
2.2. GraphCalculator components
Now we already have a data-set to analyse. We will describe the main tool we will use to
process it: The GraphCalculator.
It is a Dashboard that lets us have complete control over the process of turning a matrix
and arbitrary data into a graph. Although every component can be used as a standalone
Dashboard, it is recommended to use the widget attribute of the class for controlling the
GraphCalculatora as shown in 2.4.
Every component can be hidden with the toggle buttons situated at the bottom, and every
change you make in the widget will take effect after you click the [Calculate] button.
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2.2.1. Graph creation parameters
This Dashboard is used to select which kind of graph will be calculated from the supplied
matrix, and its interface is shown in 2.5 and it has the following capabilities:
2.2.1.1. Graph type
This is how the matrix will be converted into a graph. There are currently three possible
options to build a non directed graph:
Full matrix: The matrix that will be interpreted as the adjacency matrix of a full connected graph.
MST: The target graph will be a minimum spanning tree constructed from the data matrix.
PMFG: Maximum planary filtered graph[8], calculated from the data matrix.
2.2.1.2. Absolute value threshold
Minimum absolute value for an element of the matrix needed to be taken into account as
a valid edge.
2.2.1.3. Metrics
Node metrics that will be calculated when the graph is constructed.
2.2.1.4. Target attribute
This widget allows us to select which matrix of our matrix panel will be used as an adja-
cency matrix for the graph. In other words, this will select which data matrix we will convert
into a graph.
2.2.2. Matrix transformations
This Dashboard (2.6) handles the transformations we will apply to the target data matrix
before mapping it into a graph. One, or a succession of the following transformations, has
to be applied to the matrix.
raw: Do not apply any transformation
Scale: Rescale the values of the matrix to match the interval [Rescale min, Rescale max].
Clip: All the values lower than ”Clip min” will be changed by ”Clip min” and all the values
greater than ”Clip max” will be changed by ”Clip max”.
Zscore: The matrix will be transformed so its elements have mean 0 and a standard deviation
of 1.
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Distance: The matrix will be transformed according to the following distance function np.sqrt(2
* np.clip(1. - correlation matrix ** 2, 0., 2.))
2.2.3. Graph Layout
The Layout manager (2.7) is the widget in charge of managing the layout that we will use
to draw our graph. It can calculate the layouts of the selected type. Any layout available in
the NetworkX package is included in the LayoutCalculator, and any of its parameters can
be changed via a widget.
2.3. GraphCalculator data
The results of running the GraphCalculator will be stored internally in different object at-
tributes as explained below. You will be able to access, select, and modify any of the
calculations done on the original data used to construct the graph. Centrality metrics will
be available when the GraphCalculator is created (2.8).
2.3.1. Node centrality metrics
The metrics that are calculated from each node are stored in the node attribute as a
DataFrame.
2.3.2. Edge metrics
The edge attribute (2.9) is a pandas Panel with all the information regarding the edges of
the graph. This means that it will contain two kinds of metrics:
Edge: All the metrics calculated on the edges of the graph in the form of an adjacency
matrix.
Matrix: All the matrices that were not used to build the graph are stored in the form of an
adjacency matrix.
2.3.3. External node metrics
The node metrics that were passed as a parameter are stored in the node metrics attribute
(2.10). They are not currently used by the GraphCalculator. This information is currently
used only when displaying the node tool-tips on a plot.
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Figure 2.3: Calculating the node complementary metrics
Figure 2.4: The GraphCalculator interface
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Figure 2.5: Graph creation parameters
Figure 2.6: Graph matrix params
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Figure 2.7: Graph layout parameters
Figure 2.8: Graph centrality metrics
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Figure 2.9: Edge metrics
Figure 2.10: External node metrics
CHAPTER 3. ANALYZING CORRELATION
MATRICES AS GRAPHS
Once the main functionalities of the framework have been explained, we find ourselves in
position of using Shaolin in order to perform more advanced analysis. Now we are going
to study and represent the information contained in the correlation matrix of the currencies
loaded in the previous chapter. In order to do, so we will use the GraphPlot Dashboard to
represent our findings.
3.1. The GraphPlot
This is the tool that we will use to perform our analysis. It has all the capabilities of the
NetworkX [4] package and the plotting capabilities of Bokeh [6] package adapted to graph
plotting. Its plotting and tool-tip capabilities are the same as the bokeh.ScatterPlot included
in the shaolin package [1] and it also incorporates the graphic user interface of the shaolin
GraphCalculator as shown in 3.1
Figure 3.1: GraphPlot interface
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3.2. Visualizing the time series correlation matrix struc-
ture as a complete graph
In the mathematical field of graph theory [9], a complete graph is a simple undirected
graph in which every pair of distinct vertices is connected by a unique edge. [10]. We
will represent each value of the correlation matrix as a vertex connecting the two nodes
representing the time series that we are comparing when calculating the correlation.
We will use the distance function from the matrix transformation capabilities of the Graph-
Calculator to map the correlation values to a valid adjacency matrix that uses correlation
as weight values for calculating the centrality metrics of the graph. Once this is done we
will create a custom colormap to emphasise the correlation values in a meaningful way.
3.3. Displaying visual information
It is important to know the effect that a colormap will have in distorting the information we
are representing. Directly mapping to a colormap will give us 256 different colors (8bits),
although sometimes it is better to use fewer bits in order to categorise data in a more
practical way (like when trying to separate data into bins for machine learning purposes).
We will create a custom diverging color palette 3.2 comprised of 9 different colors ranging
from red -for negative correlation values- to green -for positive values. The values that are
near zero will be painted as black, so this palette also allows us to easily spot uncorrelated
values.
We will also increment the default line width value in order to emphasise the edges of the
graph and change the fill color of the nodes to a discrete palette comprised of 7 colors. In
this case we will used a discrete colormap as shown in 3.3.
In the resulting plot 3.4 we will be able to tell immediately how the different time series are
correlated. When analysing the colors of the links we can see that the USDJPY is the most
uncorrelated currency, as almost all its edges are black.
Figure 3.2: Edge colormap
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Figure 3.3: Node colormap
3.4. Filtering the correlation matrix
It is also possible to filter the information displayed by eliminating the less significant edges.
There are two methods of performing this operation: either filtering the adjacency matrix
to obtain a maximum planar filtered graph, or by calculating its minimum spanning tree
3.4.1. Minimum spanning tree
In the GraphPlot menu we will select ”mst” in the graph options Dashboard in order to
obtain the minimum spanning tree comprising the lower values of the correlation matrix.
Selecting a shell layout and changing the colormap of the edges will lead to 3.5, where the
lowest values have a darker tone of red.
If we wanted to see which are the higher values of the correlation matrix we can click on the
invert distance checkbox of the graphcalculator and we will automatically get the minimum
spanning tree of the highest values. Changing the colormap to a palette of greens will
make the color mapping more pleasing. You can see the result in 3.6. In this case, darker
values of green show the lowest correlations among the higher values used to calculate
the spanning tree.
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Figure 3.4: Correlation matrix as a complete graph
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Figure 3.5: Minimum spanning tree of the lower values of the correlation matrix
Figure 3.6: Minimum spanning tree of the higher values of the correlation matrix
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CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how it is possible to perform complex time series analysis using graphs
with very little effort thanks to shaolin. The techniques described in this project can be
used to quickly display aggregated information from time series in order to study complex
relationships among them.
These dashboards can only be used to correctly represent networks up to one thousand
nodes. By using pandas[3] and performing the calculations on the fly with NetworkX[4] we
are bound to perform in-memory data analysis of time series, leaving out of the scope of
this project the scalability of this methods to bigger data sets.
Even though it should not be used in big data, our methods offer a state of the art approach
to network and matrix visualization, specially when it comes to discretizing and aggregating
information from diverse time series. This is achieved thanks to the capabilities of mapping
data to visual information in a totally flexible way, combining the features offered for different
libraries and visualization packages in python such as seaborn, bokeh and matplotlib, and
providing pre-coded shaolin dashboards capable of such mapping.
We have proven how it is possible to hide the complexity of advanced time series analytics,
and let the end user focus on interpreting the information that such techniques reveal in
a totally customized way, both saving coding time, and offering the possibility to display
ready-to-publish charts that should be able to meet most of the end user’s needs.
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